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�

Introduction



both sides of the 
fence





https://www.gartner.com/smarter
withgartner/5-trends-emerge-in-
gartner-hype-cycle-for-emerging-
technologies-2018/



�

It’s not all about 
libraries



Our patrons may already 
be using them

This stuff is going to affect 
your job

Libraries are now
IT-driven

Why care?



Implanted wearables

�
Smart spaces

�

Mixed reality

�
.

Facial recognition

�
AGENDA
THE



�

Facial recognition



It’s already in U.S. airports
"Facial recognition technology is an important step 

forward for CBP in protecting the United States from 
all types of threats. Terrorists and criminals continually 

look for creative methods to enter the U.S. including 
using stolen genuine documents. The new facial 

recognition technology virtually eliminates the ability 
for someone to use a genuine document that was 

issued to someone else.“

Casey Durst
Director, US Customs and Border Protection



�Distributed

Secure

Unique

It’s already in 
police 

departments



It’s already 
in schools



It’s already 
on social media



It’s coming 
to baseball

Image from https://gizmodo.com/face-recognition-tickets-are-coming-to-baseball-games-1827577430





It’s even 
available for 
cows



Bias

�
Unregulated

�
Privacy

�

Major issues



Does facial recognition hold 

any value for us?

What about 
libraries?



�

Mixed reality



The next step

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/mixed-reality



The next step

MIXED
reality



AR MR VR



Images from https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens

HOLOGRAPHIC
computing









https://seekingalpha.com/pr/17341017-kratos-introduce-mixed-reality-military-training-platform-itsec



�

What about 
libraries?





�

Smart spaces 



"Smart spaces" are ordinary environments 

equipped with visual and audio sensing systems 

that can perceive and react to people without 

requiring them to wear any special equipment.

Dec 30, 1996.”

What is a 
smartspace?



NOT smart spaces



$150 billion







�

��
Cities

�
.

Buildings

�
.

Homes

Progression



The IDC [International Data Corporation] 
defines smart city development as the use of 
smart initiatives combined to leverage 
technology investments across an entire city, 
with common platforms increasing efficiency, 
data being shared across systems, and IT 
investments tied to smart missions.



Smart city: Louisville, KY



https://smartcircuitcbus.com/



�

What about 
libraries?





�

Implanted wearables







https://www.technologyreview.com/s/611884/this-company-embeds-microchips-in-its-employees-and-they-love-it/



Replace ticketsStore Bitcoin 
wallet addresses

Act as a VCard
Replace keys & 
passwords



Unlock front 
door

Access 
computer



What about 
security?



Are they safe?



Benefits & 
drawbacks: 
both minor



Haley Weiss, The Atlantic

�

“ We will likely be healthier, safer, more 

informed, and more connected, and we 

will continue to disagree over whether or 

not it matters if our privacy and 

autonomy was the corresponding cost..”

What about 
libraries?



�

The big take-aways



Thank you for listening!
Laura Solomon | @laurasolomon | meanlaura.com | laura@designforthelittleguy.com


